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A new method is presented to estimate the loss resistance of antennas
located slightly above a lossy medium. This technique is more specifi-
cally developed for the context of body area networks. This method is
based on the estimation of the antenna resistance above the medium
and above a perfect electric conductor.
Introduction: The ‘Wheeler cap method’ [1] is the most commonly
used method to estimate the efficiency of small antennas. This consists
in enclosing the antenna with a metallic box that is large enough to not
disturb the reactive near field and cancel the antenna radiation (typically
cap dimensions should be greater than λ/2π). The antenna efficiency is
then calculated from the knowledge of the antenna impedance with and
without the Wheeler cap.

However, in the presence of any lossy medium, the induced currents
into it can be seen as an extension of the antenna body [2]. As a result,
the total reactive field is contained in a nearly λ/2 diameter sphere [3]
which, in turn, involves a bigger Wheeler cap.

In the context of body area networks (BANs), antennas are in the
vicinity of the body, a lossy medium whose composition [4, 5] may
largely vary. In [6], the Wheeler cap method was applied to BAN anten-
nas with small ground planes partially including the phantom inside the
cap. Other authors have introduced the ‘body-worn efficiency’ [7] which
is the ratio of the in-body ‘radiated power’ to the free space radiated
power.

The methods described above either require a field measurement
inside a body phantom or an unpractical Wheeler cap overlapping
body tissues. This Letter proposes a simple method based on the com-
pensation theorem to estimate the loss resistance of BAN antennas.
From the simulated or measured values of the input resistance of the
antenna, first above the body tissues, then above a metallic ground
plane, it is possible to extract the loss resistance above the body
tissues. Knowing the loss resistance RL and the total input resistance
Rin, it is further possible to deduce the antenna efficiency η = 1− RL/
Rin in the presence of the body.

Compensation theorem: The compensation theorem applied in electro-
magnetics was first demonstrated by Monteath [8]. It gives the im-
pedance variation ΔZ between the impedance Z of the antenna located
above a lossy medium and the impedance ZPEC of the same antenna
located above a perfect electric conductor (PEC) [9, 10]

DZ = Z − ZPEC = 1
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† Zs: surface impedance modelling of the lossy medium
† Z: impedance of the antenna over the lossy medium
† ZPEC: impedance of the antenna above a PEC
† ΔZ: impedance increment
† H//: tangential magnetic field over a PEC
† I0: root-mean-square current value at the antenna feeding point
† S: boundary surface exhibiting a surface impedance Zs.

Power considerations: Comparing the power delivered to the antenna
over a PEC and over a lossy medium, we exploit (1) to show that an
antenna over a lossy medium consumes an additional power that is
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This leads to an increment of power given by
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where ws is the phase of the surface impedance and wh is the phase of the
tangential magnetic field. On the other hand, the power PL absorbed by
any lossy medium is given by the well-known formula
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From (2b) and (3), it is clear that PL and ΔP are equal when wh is small.
This is verified when the antenna is close to the medium [9, 10]. Therefore,
we conclude that when an antenna is close to a lossy medium, the
additional consumed power is mainly due to the medium losses. Under
this condition, the loss resistance RL of the antenna is given by

RL ≃ <{DZ} (4)

The method presented in this Letter is based on this assumption.
Estimation of loss resistance: To control the validity of (4), we compare
the RL values determined by two methods:

a. RL determined from (4) and 4NEC2 simulations [11]:

† Computation of the antenna impedance Z over a lossy medium
† Computation of the antenna impedance ZPEC over a PEC
† Use of (4): <{DZ} = < Z − ZPEC{ } = RL.

It is important to note that this method can also be applied
experimentally.

b. RL determined from the following relation using the HFSS calcu-
lations of the antenna impedance Z and the efficiency η in the presence
of a lossy medium:

RL = < Z{ }(1− h) (5)

The comparison between these methods is realised at 2.4 GHz for a half-
wavelength horizontal dipole (radius = λ0/250 and metallisation = PEC)
and the integrated inverted-F antenna (IIFA) depicted in Fig. 1. The
medium characteristics of the semi-infinite lossy medium used in the
HFSS simulations are those of an available homogeneous torso
phantom. The phantom relative permittivity and loss tangent (ɛr = 27
and tan δ = 0.505) are extracted from measurements based on the open-
ended coaxial probe technique.
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Fig. 1 Details of IIFA

Dimensions: w = 1 mm, s = 2 mm, l = 10.5 mm, d = 3.5 mm
FR4 substrate (ɛr = 4.4, tan δ = 0.02); thickness = 1.6 mm
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Fig. 2 Loss resistance of half-wavelength dipole and IIFA

Comparison between two methods

The loss resistance is given for both antennas in Fig. 2 as a function of
the normalised height h/λ0 above the medium interface. A good
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agreement is observed between the two methods. However, it must be
stressed that the relative differences are 2 and 8% for h = λ0/40, and
17 and 25% for h = λ0/10 with the IIFA and the dipole, respectively.
This increasing divergence for larger heights flows from the approxi-
mations in (4) that are not valid for large h/λ0, i.e. the phase of the tan-
gential magnetic field is no longer negligible on the body surface in the
vicinity of the antenna. We conclude that the RL estimation based on the
compensation theorem is valid in the body context as long as the height
above the interface is lower that λ0/10, approximately (1.25 cm at
2.4 GHz), which is sufficient in most BAN scenarios.

Measurements are realised with the IIFA, first on the torso phantom,
then on a large copper plate. Special care is taken to avoid cable radi-
ations from the flow of external current with baluns made of a pair of
λ/4 stubs. Tunable plastic spacers are used to fix the antenna heights
above the phantom surface. RL is then deduced from the procedure
described above and compared with the value obtained with the same
procedure using the HFSS impedance values. In Fig. 3, the RL curves
follow the same trend. Discrepancies can be attributed to the difficulty
in measuring the correct impedance in small antennas where the
antenna body extends partially to the cable and the balun structure. In
addition, the presence of the antenna connector and cable in the vicinity
of the interface perturbs the measurements.
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Fig. 3 Estimation of IIFA loss resistance based on compensation theorem

Comparison of experimental and simulated results

Conclusion: A new technique has been described to estimate the loss
resistance of an antenna close to a lossy interface. The method is
based on the knowledge of the antenna resistance above a lossy
surface and above a PEC. It has been validated using two numerical-
based estimations of RL. It can also be applied experimentally by
measuring the antenna resistance first above a lossy medium then
above a metallic ground plane. A straightforward application is the
BAN context, in which Wheeler caps are unpractical because they
should include some volume of the body or phantom.
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